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Abstract6

Decisions on a considerable number of mining projects in Canada are being affected by issues7

related to First Nations communities. This paper will review First Nations issues with respect8

to resource development. The historical nature of these issues is requiring mining companies9

to rethink how they approach mine projects especially with respect to community10

engagement, partnership and value-sharing. Examples of successful engagement and11

unsuccessful efforts will be presented.12

13

Index terms— mining in canada, first nations, engagement, resistance, impact-benefit-agreements.14

1 Background15

anadian Aboriginal people are the indigenous peoples in North America within the boundaries of Canada. They16
comprise the First Nations, the Inuit and the Métis. The 2011 census of Canada shows that 1,400,685 people17
identify as Aboriginal (4.3% of the national population), spread over 600 recognized First Nations governments18
(or bands) with distinct culture, language, art, and music. The Aboriginal population increased by 232,38519
(20.1%) between 2006 and 2011, compared with 5.2% for the non-Aboriginal population. These figures give20
annual growth rates of 3.73% and21

Author: e-mail: andre.xavier@ubc.ca 1.02% respectively, which means all things remaining equal, the22
Aboriginal make-up of Canada will grow to 7% of the total population over the next two decades. ?? A total23
of 851,560 people identify as First Nations persons 2 , representing 61% of the Aboriginal population or 2.6% of24
the total population of Canada. ?? The Inuit are a group of culturally-similar indigenous people who inhabit the25
Arctic regions of Greenland (Denmark), Canada, and Alaska (U.S.). ?? Inuit is a plural noun; the singular is Inuk.26
The inukshuk (or inuksuk), erected frequently on the northern tundra by the Inuit, has become an important icon27
in Canada today. In 2011, 59,445 people identified as Inuit representing 4.2% of the Aboriginal population and28
0.2% of the total national population. About three-quarters of Inuit in Canada live in the Northwest Territories29
and in Nunavut.130

The Métis are a recognized Aboriginal people in Canada of mixed First Nations and European heritage.31
?? Historically, the name was a catch-all pejorative term describing the offspring of such unions, but within a32
few generations, the culture evolved into what is a distinct aboriginal group today with formal recognition in33
the Canadian Constitution. In 2011, 451,795 people identified as Métis which is 32% of the total Aboriginal34
population and 1.4% of the national population. ?? Yukon, the Northwest Territories, and Nunavut, although35
territories rather than provinces, have their own territorial governments subservient to the Federal government.36
The 2011 population of the territories is small at 107,265 (0.3%), but the area is enormous at 3.867 million km37
2 (38% of Canada). Aboriginal people make up the largest share of the population in Canada’s territories: in38
Nunavut they account for 86% of the total population; in the Northwest Territories they account for 52% of39
the population; while in Yukon, 23% of the population have an Aboriginal identity. ?? Historically, Canadian40
Aboriginal societies included permanent settlements with agriculture, civic, and ceremonial structures as well as41
complex societal and governing hierarchies with significant trading networks. The Métis culture of mixed blood42
began in the mid-1600s when First Nation and Inuit people married Europeans. The Inuit had less interaction43
with European settlers during this early period. Various laws, treaties, and legislation have been enacted between44
European immigrants and First Nations in Canada. The idea of Aboriginal Right to Self-Government provides45
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opportunities for these people to manage historical, cultural, political, health care, and economic control within46
their communities. 3 British Columbia is home to 203 First Nation bands and about 30 different tribal groups47
making-up 232,290 people (~5.4% of the total population) who have lived here since time immemorial. Nearly48
78% of the B.C. Aboriginal people today live off-reserve. ?? Difficulties between the Crown and Aboriginal49
peoples in B.C. have resulted in significant impact on starting up over 4 mines in the past 7 years. Since the50
settlement (or occupation, depending on your viewpoint!) of B.C. by Europeans and others that began about51
300 years ago, First Nations people have suffered considerably. First, smallpox brought to their land by the52
settlers is estimated to have wiped out tens of thousands in the first 150 years. Some First Nations claim there is53
evidence that smallpox was deliberately introduced within their communities by ”Indian Agents” who knowingly54
and collectively distributed infected blankets. Second, alcohol and other drugs entered their culture leading to55
terrible effects. This issue has led to the myth that many First Nations have a genetic predisposition to alcohol56
intolerance (alcoholism). This in fact, is untrue, but it cannot be denied that alcohol has had a devastating effect57
that is at a rate twice that of the general population.5158

Third, broken treaties and the Reserve System pushed them onto limited land compared to what they consider59
to be their traditional territory. Fourth, attempts at assimilation or ”education” in mission schools caused60
irreparable harm with physical and mental abuse and disrespect for their culture and languages. Children were61
torn away from their families and sent to these schools. Those four issues alone clearly justify the lack of trust62
and faith they have today in the ”white man” and his governments. 4 Today, many First Nations communities63
exist in poverty conditions equal to, if not worse than, those in some parts of the Third World and this has64
occurred despite huge sums of money entering their communities through the department of Aboriginal Affairs65
and Northern Development Canada and its predecessors. For these reasons, it is incumbent upon all Canadians66
that when we enter their traditional territory for any commercial or recreational purpose to acknowledge their67
rights and title and traditions and culture. We must show respect for their culture and continue to look for ways68
to work with them to reduce the poverty under which so many of their people currently live. 4 First Nations69
people have many spiritual ties to the environment (land, water, and air). Mining is not a major part of their70
culture, although there are examples of certain bands who practiced mining. Mining is generally viewed as an71
intrusive activity that spoils the land and waters where they hunt, trap, and collect traditional food. As a result72
of these past wrongs and the very nature of what mining does, significant suspicion exists among Aboriginal73
people about the mining industry. Many projects are in jeopardy because of this situation.74

2 II.75

3 Treaties76

As stipulated by the Royal Proclamation of 1763 in the British Parliament, the new government of Canada was77
required to enter into a treaty-making process with First Nations in Western Canada.5 Eleven numbered treaties78
were signed with First Nations groups between 1871 and 1921. Most of the settled lands in Ontario, Manitoba,79
Saskatchewan, and Alberta, were transferred from First Nations to the Crown through treaties; not so in much80
of British Columbia.81

Mineral resources were the main incentive to negotiate Treaties 8 and 11 as the federal government laid claim82
to the west. 6 The effects of diseases brought by the Europeans also played a role in signing of treaties since83
Aboriginals hoped that medical care could be provided through a treaty. The smallpox epidemic swept over the84
Treaty 8 area from Fort Chipewyan to Fort Resolution as it did elsewhere. The Indians asked for medical care85
before signing the treaty. It was promised to them, but pitifully, little was provided in the years to follow. 786
The treaty process was not a common approach for the British since in building their empire, they generally87
acquired land through purchase or armed conflict.8 In this regard, the decision to pursue the treaty process with88
First Nations was due to the newly-formed Canadian government being unable to afford to enter into a war with89
the original inhabitants of the region. 8 This idea is confirmed by the following quote: ”It was impossible to90
ignore them [the Aboriginals]. It was also impossible for the young nation to fight them. The Americans were91
spending 20 million dollars a year for their bloody Indian conquests; Ottawa had about that same amount of92
money available to run all the affairs of the entire country”.8 The Canadian approach is often considered to have93
been a more humane way to deal with the ”Indian Problem” compared to the incredible violence of the U.S.94
Indian War. However, when one examines how the treaty process evolved over time with most agreements being95
broken time and again, perhaps the Canadian approach is more like ”1,000 cuts over time” -a form of torture.96

For the Aboriginals, the practice of treatymaking dates back to before the first European contact. First Nations97
commonly made use of oral treaties to resolve land disputes and end conflicts among themselves. Furthermore,98
trade and marriage arrangements were also commonly established between tribes. 9 Treaties today are understood99
as agreements made between the Crown and First Nations people. Within these treaties, the First Nations100
typically exchanged some of their interest in specific areas of101
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Volume XV Issue I Version I Year ( ) G their lands in return for various kinds of payments and promises from103
the Crown. 10 From the Crown’s perspective, treaties were intended to open land for settlement and Crown use104
by exchanging all rights over land for reserves, harvesting rights, and other benefits. Many Aboriginal people105
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do not agree with this interpretation and see the Treaties as peace and friendship agreements between sovereign106
nations.107

The concept and practice of written treaties was introduced by the Europeans, but they soon became seen as108
problematic by Aboriginals since the written treaties ”did not include oral promises made to the Aboriginals in109
the written treaties”. 9 The British Crown considered treaties as a surrender of Aboriginal rights and title to110
the land. 5 The First Nations believed they were entering into a trusting relationship with representatives of the111
British Crown who wished to coexist with them sharing the bounty of Mother Earth provided to them for their112
survival.5 This clash of interpretation and expectation regarding the treaty process has led to disappointment,113
resentment, and issues of distrust between Aboriginals and the Crown. First Nations surrendered huge tracts114
of land in exchange for annual financial payments and recognized reserve lands, as well as supposed respect115
for traditional Aboriginal hunting and fishing rights by signing the treaties from 1871 to 1906. The financial116
compensation provided to Aboriginals was $5 per year, a sum which is still paid today on ”Treaty Day” to each117
and every registered Aboriginal person. ??1 According to Aboriginal Affairs, annual treaty payments continue118
”to fulfill an obligation”, but also are ”a symbolic reminder of the special relationship that exists between Canada119
and First Nations”. ??2 Treaty interpretation appears to be more of an art than a science. 13 Disagreements120
regarding interpretations of what was agreed upon in the treaties have led to numerous court disputes, resulting121
in the creation of the Specific Claim Process and an administrative tribunal to deal with unresolved claims. As122
of 2011, 588 specific claims remained unresolved. 13 III.123

5 Indian Residential Schools124

A significant component of First Nations history since ”contact” involves the Indian Residential School (IRS)125
system. The Department of Indian Affairs was created by the federal government in 1880 to deal with the ”Indian126
Problem”. 14 In partnership with several church denominations (Catholic, Anglican, Presbyterian, Methodist,127
and United), the Indian Residential School (IRS) system was established15 that remained in place for over a128
century. 16 The rationale behind the IRS included using it to deliver Christianity to Aboriginal people as well129
as a way for the federal government to satisfy its constitutional obligations to Aboriginal people by providing130
education.131

To many critics, the IRS was set up so the federal government could control First Nations and attempt132
to integrate (assimilate) them into mainstream society. 17 Indian Residential Schools were located far from133
Aboriginal reserves, and children, aged 5 to 16, were separated from their families by force to attend these schools.134
This remained compulsory until the 1950s, but the last one closed only recently -in 1996 in Regina, Saskachewan.135
14 About 150,000 children were taken to over 125 schools over this time. 16 Children were taken, often abducted,136
from their families. They were not allowed to speak their language. Brothers and sisters were separated from137
one another. They were taught they were inferior; that they were uncivilized; that they were savages. A typical138
day at residential school was divided into academic studies and trades-related activities such as carpentry or139
auto-mechanics for boys, and cooking and sewing for girls. 16 All aspects of life including a dress code, use of140
English only, and behavior were tightly regulated. 14 In 1945, the family allowance provided to Aboriginals by141
the federal government was made subject to school attendance. 15 In 1950, the government began to realize that142
the objectives of the IRS were not being achieved and rumors prevailed of abuse at the schools. A year later,143
Aboriginal children were permitted to attend provincial schools, but partnership with churches did not end until144
1969. 15 In 1998, a statement of reconciliation was issued to the Aboriginal people by the federal government,145
and a ”healing fund” of $350 million was established to provide counseling services for former students. 14146
The influence of the forced residential school system left many negative effects on indigenous culture including147
heavy impact on intergenerational ties. 6 For many of the 80,000 survivors of these schools, the residual effects148
of the emotional, physical, and sexual abuse they experienced have resulted in many social problems including149
addiction and suicide. 16 Chief Rick O’Brien of the Kwanlin Dun First Nation said ”when I think of residential150
school, I think of everything we have lost, and how that has translated into poverty, high rates of incarceration,151
addiction. Many of us have lost confidence in who we are as First Nations. Residential school caused us to lose152
the sense of being from somewhere. And that’s part of your identity.” Almost all survivors talk about the greatest153
damage being destruction of the family. 18 The Indian Residential School Settlement Agreement (IRSSA) was154
approved by the government of Canada in 2006, and its implementation began in September 2007. As a result of155
this agreement, IRS survivors can now access measures towards healing and support, as well as commemorative156
activities. Payments have been made to former students and independent assessment processes were undertaken157
regarding claims of sexual or physical abuse which occurred in the residential schools. 19 The IRS Truth and158
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Reconciliation Commission was created in 2008. Later that year, a formal apology was offered by Prime Minister162
Stephen Harper on behalf of the Government of Canada and all Canadians to former IRS students for the impact163
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11 C) ENGAGEMENT

that the schools have had on their heritage, culture and language. 19 IV. Towards Sustainable Mining (TSM)164
-Aboriginal Component165

In 2004, the Mining Association of Canada (MAC) established a set of principles with the aim to enhance166
the industry’s reputation by improving its performance. These principles are mandatory across the industry and167
all members of MAC are expected to comply with them. There are many components to this new approach to168
mining which mandates that a balanced approach to techno-economic, environmental, and socio-political issues169
must be taken in future decision-making.170

TSM attempts to help the industry sustain its position as a leading contributor to Canada’s economy while at171
the same time protecting the environment and remaining responsive to Canadians. It helps the industry maintain172
its ”social license to operate” and improve its performance by aligning mining activities with the priorities and173
values of local communities. The program aims to see that industry operates in a proactive and socially responsible174
way. 20 TSM _Communications between the company and First Nations are publicly known;175

_Appropriate commitments to First Nations during all phases of the Project.176

8 V. Interactions with First Nations Communities177

There are many aspects to the design and implementation of a successful program of interaction with First178
Nations. It must begin with the establishment of trust and respect. Without those concepts lying at the179
root foundation of the program, significant difficulties will result. Four central components make-up the plan:180
education, empowerment, engagement, and partnership.181

9 a) Education: Capacity Building182

In the context of a community, education goes far beyond each citizen mastering a profession or becoming a183
skilled worker. 21,22 From a broad perspective, education involves a process of becoming more knowledgeable184
about oneself and one’s surroundings by gaining awareness of issues, challenges, and opportunities that present185
at the microand macro-levels in a community or region. 23 This provides new opportunities to make informed186
decisions to positively affect the development of individuals as well as the society in which they live. 23 Many187
mining companies and other organizations understand the relevance and role of using education to improve a188
community’s quality of life. However in many cases, the approach taken is shortsighted and remains in the realm189
of developing technical skills or learning a trade or art form. While technical learning and developing a profession190
are important, if these are the only learning forms, it may result in an indoctrination that leads to a dependency191
rather than freeing individuals to think for themselves. In support of this argument, while working with northern192
communities in British Columbia, Chouinard 21 Education must be viewed as means to assist a community by193
bringing matters to the people’s attention and preparing them for knowledgeable and empowered action -the194
next step. 24195

10 b) Empowerment196

Working with communities involves creating a friendly, honest space in which people can voice their ideas and197
opinions and develop their potential. 24 From an organizational viewpoint, companies must strive to assist198
local community members to develop a stronger belief in their own personal power and that of their group.199
Empowerment helps build confidence and makes the intended learners realize their input and participation are200
vital components of the process, and that such efforts contribute to a better future for themselves and their201
community.202

Empowerment is the process whereby individuals and groups acquire power to influence issues that affect them203
and their communities. In other words, it provides people with a ”greater sense of worth and personal control204
to recognize they can participate with others to influence conditions that affect them”. 24 Mining companies205
must understand this aspect and work towards its fulfillment even if it means sharing some of their future206
decision-making authority.207

11 c) Engagement208

While education is the gateway to empowerment, empowerment in turn leads to active and meaningful community209
engagement. Note that engagement must occur after or at least at the same time as empowerment. Community210
engagement includes all processes that involve the public in problem-solving or decision-making to use public211
input to make more informed ”smart” decisions. ??5 Some people refer to this collective input as ”Swarm212
Intelligence”. 26 For community engagement to be truly meaningful the following aspects are vital: building213
trust; informing; consulting with; collaborating with; and continuing to empower the community. ??5 Table 1214
presents a community engagement continuum outlining the company and community roles at different levels of215
engagement.216

Public involvement in mining-related decisionmaking and management processes is an important factor to217
enhance the legitimacy of the industry; to develop public trust in the ability and desire of a mine to conduct218
its business in an environmentally-responsible manner; and to improve the quality of the decisionmaking. 27219
Community engagement is not stakeholder consultation. 28 Community engagement, in the context of the220
mining industry, involves the process of building a collaborative relationship with local people and organizations221
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that will be or are affected by the mine operation and which engages a wide range of community members,222
focusing on long-term outcomes. 29223

12 G224

It involves creating a welcoming environment where community members feel comfortable in participating and225
sharing ideas and where they are convinced that their contribution matters. It does not simply involve being226
present at community meetings. It does not simply involve providing funds to the community to ”conduct227
studies” independently. On the contrary, it must include real and direct involvement in community issues to gain228
an understanding of their complexity; and to be willing to play a role in enhancing the community’s overall quality229
of life. And this must occur in a collaborative fashion without coercion or a patronizing attitude. community230
engagement must be inclusive ensuring minorities in the community (the elderly and women) are engaged and231
active participants.232

One group, whose voice is often not heard, especially in male-oriented societies, is that of women. At a 2003233
conference on Women in Mining held in Papua New Guinea, a survey on the negative and positive impacts234
of mining on women was distributed amongst the delegates -over 67% of the respondents identified violence,235
alcoholism, prostitution, sexual abuse, and social/family disruption as the most harmful impacts30, and 40%236
chose cultural/tradition degradation, health deterioration, and failure to include women in decision-making. The237
social-economic consequences of a mine operating and closing are strongly felt by women and their families, and238
long-term strategies must ensure that women participate at every stage of the plan.239

To reiterate, engaging with the community involves more than simply consulting or eliciting feedback on certain240
matters. In the engagement process, people must be seen as, and must feel that they are active participants241
-educated and knowledgeable enough to influence the direction and future of their community.242

13 d) Partnerships243

In addition to fostering community and stakeholder engagement, partnerships function as a mechanism to help244
fully-develop a local community. Participatory capacity-building activities help communities make informed245
choices and learn to take control of their own development needs. These activities are an effective way to reduce246
a developing dependency on the mining company.31,32 Partnerships provide guidance to mine managers on247
how to maximize opportunities for communities impacted by a mine operation by successfully delivering social248
projects, distributing funds from the company in an appropriate manner, and establishing partnerships and249
alliances with outside agencies.31 A partnership is an important mechanism to build constructive relationships250
with local communities since it fosters cooperative community development. 31 Partnering with members of a251
local community enables a company to develop notfor-profit competencies such as legitimacy, awareness of social252
forces, distinct networks, and specialized technical expertise. 31253

14 e) Planning254

Nowadays, creating a mine must include a plan for mine closure to be developed even prior to the mine beginning255
to operate. It is an on-going process that starts in the exploration phase and becomes increasingly more concrete256
and detailed as the project advances towards development. 33 A mine closure plan must also include a social257
component; it must go wellbeyond adequate financing; concrete targets; sound evaluation; and monitoring to258
include impacts on the local economy after the mine has closed. 28 Over the lifetime of the mine, new technologies259
are developed, community expectations change, and legal and political frameworks evolve, so closure plans must260
incorporate elements of flexibility and dynamism into its process.261

Within the context of community development, planning exists to assess the current situation and to define262
strategies and implement actions to improve the quality of life of all community members. One of the major263
challenges in community development and mining relates to community access since many mining communities264
are located in regions with rudimentary or non-existent roads. Some are only reachable by boat or airplane as with265
Aboriginal communities in the Northwest Territories. In addition, many communities lack basic infrastructure266
such as adequate housing, electricity, or potable water. Such challenges increase the difficulties for a mining267
company to be present in the community all the time. To improve this situation, some companies have hired268
a community liaison officer whose role involves sharing and disseminating information, and providing feedback269
on community-company affairs to both the mining company and the community. However, the existence of a270
community liaison representative does not eliminate the importance of having a senior company official with271
decision-making authority, present in the community.272

15 VI.273

16 Impact of Aboriginal Issues on Mining Projects274

During the 1970’s Canadians began facing-up to Aboriginal issues through the strong opposition to the proposed275
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. Many churches across the country created a joint coalition called Project North to276
advocate a meaningful place for First Nations in decision-making that affected their lives and livelihoods. Project277
North was founded on the ”conviction that ethical and spiritual values have political implications”. ??4 During278
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18 ARCTOS ANTHRACITE MINE, B.C. (COAL) 2013

the 1990’s, Project North was reborn as the ”Aboriginal Rights Coalition” (ARC) and more recently, it morphed279
into the ”Idle No More” movement by the Aboriginal The Kitsault Molybdenum mine has been a hot topic since280
the late 1970s. First, the mine was approved to conduct marine tailings disposal in 1980 by an Order in Council281
just prior to an federal election call. There were no Environmental Assessments or public hearings. Secondly,282
the mine practiced a highly controversial method of tailings disposal by discharging tailings into a deep (400m)283
pothole at the bottom of Alice Arm. The Nisga’a Nation together with the Anglican Church fought long and284
hard to prevent this mine, but to no avail. It operated for about two years before closing due to low metal285
prices. ??4 In 1980, the Nisga’a Tribal Council learned about AMAX Canada’s plan to dump tailings into Alice286
Arm, a major Nisga’s fishing area. Both the federal and provincial governments quietly issued permits allowing287
dumping without environmental or social review, and so Project North carried the campaign to the national288
level. Anglican activists purchased AMAX shares and turned them over to a Nisga’a delegation to attend the289
shareholders’ AGM in New York in 198134 and present a motion against the dumping. The motion did not pass,290
but it may have influenced the decision to mothball the mine a few months later when the molybdenum price291
fell.292

In 1996, the Nisga’a Tribal Council signed an agreement that came into effect in 1998 shortly after the provincial293
government agreed to join the federal government in negotiating land claims. The Nisga’a Treaty involved a cash294
payment of $190 million dollars over a period of time; establishment of a form of selfgovernment much akin to295
a municipality over 2,000 km 2 of land in the Nass Valley; as well as certain entitlements to migratory salmon296
and wild animal stocks (moose, caribou, etc). Over the years, the Nisga’a garnered significant added concessions297
-control of their own school district and their own health care system. They created a profitable investment and298
enterprise development organization; generated a Nisga’a college; and completed a major survey of land use and299
ownership in the claims areas. They have significant input into decision-making through participation on several300
regional planning boards. 35 In 2012, a junior mining company called Avanti Mining acquired the Kitsault Mine301
site and began mineplanning. The permits from 1980 were still in place, but despite being legally exempt from the302
BC Environmental Assessment process, Avanti voluntarily opted into the assessment process because of a strong303
track record of BCEAO in addressing aboriginal and treaty rights and the company’s desire to gain support from304
the Nisga’a. 36 The project places environmental assessment obligations on both B.C. and Canada under the305
Nisga’a Final Treaty Agreement since the operations could have negative environmental, social, economic, and306
cultural effects on Nisga’a people. It has been argued by some that B.C. did not complete all the terms required307
by the Nisga’a Treaty, and rushed the approval through to issue an Environmental Assessment Certificate for308
the project in March 2013. The Nisga’a Nation, although not opposed to the mine itself at this point, entered309
into court proceedings to require the province to perform the assessments required by the treaty. Looking at310
the BCEAO web site, considerable information is available on all matters of substance and opportunities were311
obviously available for the public and the Nisga’a to participate, but the lawsuit may yet result in significant312
delays in bringing this project on-stream in a timely manner. ??7313

17 Kemess North, B.C. (Cu/Au) 2007314

Kemess is an open-pit copper/gold deposit, located in northeast B.C. It was owned and operated by Royal Oak315
Mines from 1994 to 1999 when it was purchased by Northgate Minerals. Northgate operated the mine until 2011316
when it was taken over by AuRico Gold.317

As the mine continued depleting its southern orebody in the mid-2000s, Northgate realized that the North318
Kemess orebody needed to be developed to sustain the operation. Part of the plan involved changing the approach319
to tailings disposal. Instead of pumping tailings up a steep slope to an expanded tailings dam, the company320
examined a plan to dispose of the material into a nearby lake. The CEAA undertook an assessment of the project321
in 2006-2007. First Nations are wellremoved from the site, but several bands claimed the lake had important322
spiritual value to their traditional and cultural rights. Accordingly, in 2007, the CEAA Panel ruled against the323
mine on the basis of this ”spiritual value” and on the fact that the lake would be contaminated. ??7 The mine324
closed soon after. AuRico is currently considering developing an underground block cave mine using the existing325
South Kemess Open Pit to store tailings which is already permitted. This expansion can be brought on-stream326
without the need for CEAA or BCEA environmental assessments or First Nations oversight, but underground327
mining is more costly than an open pit.328

18 Arctos Anthracite Mine, B.C. (coal) 2013329

Fortune Minerals Ltd. is a junior Canadian mining company focused on developing the Arctos Anthracite330
Project in northern B.C. -one of the world’s premier metallurgical coal deposits. The proposed mine would331
produce premium-grade anthracite coal for steel manufacturing and metals processing. The project is a joint332
venture between Fortune (80%) and POSCO Canada Ltd. (20%), a subsidiary of POSCO in South Korea -one333
of the world’s largest steel producers.334

Despite saying all the right things about establishing positive working relationships with Aboriginal peoples335
and contributing to their social, cultural, and economic well-being, the company has been ”banned” from the336
traditional land by the Tahltan Nation. 39 The company says they believe involvement of local First Nations337
is essential to ensure the project achieves the highest standards of environmental stewardship and cultural and338
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heritage protection. ”Every person that works for or represents the Arctos project will know that we truly value339
our relationships with Aboriginal peoples and that it is our responsibility to be respectful, to be good listeners,340
learners, colleagues, business partners and neighbours.” Local First Nations will be given priority consideration to341
access employment, training, business, and contracting benefits and opportunities that the project will generate.342
However, First Nation leaders are angered by reports that company officials have directly approached reserve343
residents to promote the mine, thus by-passing band leaders. The Tahltan say they oppose development in an344
area known as the Sacred Headwaters -the source of three major salmon-bearing rivers: the Skeena, Stikine, and345
Nass. This place is considered by Aboriginals to have extreme cultural value. ??0 ??0 On October 14, 2008,346
the Lake Babine Nation (LBN) issued a media news release stating that ”it is withdrawing from dialogue...due347
to serious concerns regarding Pacific Booker’s conduct.” LBN asserted that ”PBM continues to offer us Capacity348
Funding but we haven’t seen a dime” and they accused the company of improperly questioning ”our members349
about our confidential traditional uses without asking permission.” They claimed the company was trying to350
dictate who is allowed on the LBN negotiating team and called this action ”disrespectful”. On Oct. 23, 2008, the351
Minister of State for Mining announced the Province has authorized revenuesharing with First Nations on new352
mining projects to be set at 37% of royalties. PBM announced on November 6, 2008, they had entered into an353
agreement to provides the LBN with Capacity Funding to participate in the EA process, improve communications,354
share information, address specific concerns, and commit to work together to build a long lasting and mutually355
supportive relationship. ”This is a good first step in our relationship of mutual respect”, stated Chief Betty356
Patrick, ”and we look forward to entering into many more agreements with PBM, including an Impact and357
Benefits Agreement.” On January 5, 2009, PBM submitted a Statement of Claim in the BC Supreme Court for358
the ”damaging and allegedly defamatory press release by the LBN on October 14, 2008”. On October 22, 2009,359
the company discontinued its proceeding against the LBN following election of a new Chief and Band Council.360

The company completed a $6.0 million Environmental Assessment Statement and submitted an application361
for an Environmental Assessment Certificate to the CEAA and the BCEAO in July 2010. On August 20, 2012362
(day 763 of the 180-day review period) the BCEAO completed the environmental assessment and submitted363
their report to the Ministers for a decision. On October 1, 2012, the application was jointly rejected by the BC364
Minister of Energy and Mines and the BC Minister of the Environment on the recommendation of the Executive365
Director of the BCEAO, despite the fact that the assessment report concluded that the project ”does not have366
the potential for significant adverse effects on the environment” and that the First Nations consultation process367
was ”carried out in good faith”; was ”appropriate and reasonable in the circumstances”; and was sufficient to368
”maintain the honour of the Crown”. ??0 In April 2013, PBM petitioned the BC Supreme Court to set aside369
this decision. The company believed the government had overlooked many of the report’s conclusions; PBM370
claimed that Executive Director’s recommendation was based in part on a ”risk vs. benefit” test introduced371
after the report was completed and that PBM was not given an opportunity to address this new test. This372
analysis was not part of the assessment Terms of Reference; it was not applied previously to other projects; and373
it was inconsistently applied to other projects since the Morrison decision. The Company believed this situation374
failed to meet the tenets of ”procedural fairness”. A second part of the BCEAO recommendation was based on a375
statement that ”the project was opposed by Gitxsan and Gitanyow Nations and LBN”. ??0 On December 9, 2013,376
the BC Supreme Court released its judgment regarding PBM’s challenge. The judge quashed and set aside the377
Ministers’ decision and ordered PBM’s application to be reconsidered. He also In recent times, one of the most378
hotly-debated projects in B.C. is Taseko Mines’ New Prosperity project near Fish Lake in the Cariboo-Chilcotin.379
Virtually all First Nation leaders in the region are vehemently opposed. The New Prosperity project is the tenth380
largest undeveloped gold-copper porphyry deposit in the world. It will result in the following economic benefits:381

? Direct capital expenditures of $1.5 billion over the project life;382
? Production revenues over $11.0 billion;383
? Employment totaling 71,000 person-years directly and indirectly (over 3,000 new jobs);384
? Additional consumer spending in B.C. of ~$9.0 billion;385
? Investments in construction, machinery, and equipment by others of ~$3 billion;386
? Increased total tax revenues of $9.8 billion;387
? Total monetary cash flow through the economy of over $35 billion.388
The BCEAO review concluded that the environmental issues were justified on balance when considering the389

incredible value of the project. However, the CEAA review of the project which took place in 2009-2011 concluded390
that significant adverse environmental effects will result from the plan to deposit waste rock into Fish Lake -a 1391
km 2 , 12m deep lake with an overstocked fish population and so the Canadian government rejected the project.392
??1 As it turned out, the lake was considered ”sacred” by First Nations. The former Chief of the Alexis Creek393
Band and Tribal Chief of the Chilcotin Nation, Ervin Charleyboy, said ”if Fish Lake is drained it will be over my394
dead body”. Taseko proposed to mitigate the impact by creating an adjacent artificial lake stocked with healthy395
rainbow trout to create an aquaculture business for First Nations people, but the idea of destroying a lake created396
significant opposition from all parts of the province and around North America.397

On the invitation of the government of Canada, Taseko resubmitted a new mine plan for review in October,398
2011.42 This plan added $300 million to the capital costs to prevent contamination of Fish Lake, protect it,399
and preserve it in-perpetuity. Following the issuance of details of this new plan, Ervin Charleyboy changed his400
position saying he recognized that the new plan will save Fish Lake and his people needed jobs and training. Here401
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are some relevant quotes from some of the First Nation leaders in the Cariboo-Chilcotin: Ervin Charleyboy:”I402
was a chief for 20 years in my community and I don’t see any employment for the people... (I) see my young403
people living from welfare cheque to welfare cheque every month. After logging, we will have nothing...now this404
new proposal came out, I see things differently...environmentally, I don’t think it’s going to hurt anything...I405
took some Elders to Gibraltar mine last fall...They’re planting grass. They’re planting trees. And you couldn’t406
even tell if there’s a mine there because of all the re-growth going on and there’s reclamation...My Elders were407
quite impressed with that...I hear so much about our way of life, our culture, and I’m sorry to say that our way408
of life went out the back door the day we accepted welfare cheques on reserve. It just saddens me to see our409
young people...waiting from month-to-month on $185 that they get from the welfare...We have nothing on the410
reserve.. Percy Guichon: ”In my time as chief I neverwe’ve never sat down with Taseko to discuss any types411
of compensation because the chiefs, as a whole, TNG, have always opposed the mine. So we haven’t even gone412
there yet. We’re at the panel hearings again, to reject the proposal and there ha(ve) been no other discussions413
beyond that.”414

The second Panel hearings took place in July and August 2013, with the release of an assessment report on415
Oct. 31, 2013.42 The report concluded that this mine plan would also create significant adverse environmental416
impacts: on water quality in Fish Lake; on fish and fish habitat in Fish Lake; on current use of lands and417
resources for traditional purposes by certain Aboriginal groups; and on their cultural heritage. In essence, the418
Panel did not believe that Taseko could protect the lake using the plan they derived with a number of BC-based419
engineering firms.420

In December 2014, Taseko petitioned the Federal Court to commence a Judicial Review of the CEAA Panel421
decision. ??4 The company claimed that in making its decision, the Panel relied on a report from Natural422
Resources Canada (NRCan) that predicted seepage from the Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) would be 11 times423
higher than the estimate of Taseko and its consultants. Taseko claimed that the basis for the NRCan prediction424
came from a model that bears little to no resemblance to the TSF design that was presented to the Panel. ??4425
Furthermore, Taseko claimed that meetings were held between government officials and the opponents of the426
mine (mainly Aboriginal leaders) prior to the final decision by the Minister of the Environment in March 2014427
and that Taseko had no knowledge of these meetings and were given no opportunity to respond to what was428
discussed. This may represent ”procedural unfairness” in the assessment process. ??5429

19 Gahcho Kue Mine, NWT (diamonds) 2014430

Aboriginals in the Northwest Territories are urging the federal government not to approve a new diamond mine431
as it is currently proposed. The Gahcho Kue mine, a joint venture between De Beers and Mountain Province432
Diamond, is situated about 300 km east of Yellowknife and southeast of De Beers’ Snap Lake diamond project.433
The project passed an environmental review in March 2014, but three Inuit communities say the company’s plans434
to reduce impacts on the environment are insufficient. To mine the ore body, the southern part of Kennady Lake435
is to be drained. Following mining, the lake will be restored. The project’s critics say the review does not address436
their concerns about water quality, caribou, or the future of Kennady Lake. They say there is no clear benefit437
to people in the area. They have asked the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development to order a438
further review of the project. ??6439

20 Nechalacho Mine, NWT (rare earth elements) -2014440

Rare earth metals are a collection of 17 elements used in high-tech devices such as batteries, magnets, wind441
turbines, cell-phones, electric cars, flatscreen televisions, and missile guidance systems. There is a global rush442
to discover and process new rare earth deposits as most of the world supply comes from China where there are443
signs of limiting export. The chief of the Deninu K’ue First Nation in Fort Resolution, NWT, has questioned444
Avalon Rare Metals’ plans to build a processing plant outside NWT. Avalon recently announced it is considering445
relocating its hydrometallurgy plant to treat concentrate extracted from the proposed Nechalacho mine. Chief446
Louis Balsillie claims Avalon waited until it had received regulatory approval before making this news public.447
He says Avalon did not inform the band and the territorial government about this option before approvals were448
granted.47 In its feasibility study, Avalon said about 300 jobs would be created in the NWT -about 80 of which449
are in the hydrometallurgy plant. The prospect of these jobs helped Avalon gain co-operation of the Deninu450
K’ue. Avalon intends the Nechalacho mine to be operational by 2017, but this opposition places doubt on this451
start-up date. ??7 Ring of Fire, Ontario (chromite/Cu/Ni/PGMs) -2014452

The discovery of a very significant chromite-Cu-Ni-PGMs sulfide deposit 400 km north of Thunder Bay offers453
exciting potential for the future development of Northern Ontario. The deposit is enormous, perhaps rivaling454
the Sudbury Basin Cu-Ni ores in size and grade. A total of 12 First Nation communities are located in close455
proximity to the site. The former Leader of the federal Liberal Party, Bob Rae, resigned his seat in the House of456
Commons and is now representing the First Nations in their negotiations with the Crown (Ontario and Canada).457

A decision by Cliffs Natural Resources in August 2013 to suspend operations on its chromite deposit in the458
Ring of Fire because of delays with infrastructure approval has sent waves through the mining sector. Some say459
it sends a bad message about Ontario, but others believe it could provide the impetus to move forward. A junior460
mining company called Noront is in a position to bring one of the major parts of the deposit on-stream and461
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they are actively developing their relations with First Nations in a very proactive, consultative, and cooperative462
manner. Their mine plan is extremely innovative. Automation is a major feature of the underground mining plan463
with virtually no material being stored on surface. Processing will take place underground and concentrate will464
be transported by pipeline to an existing railhead about 20 km away. All waste material will be stored within465
the mine to allow continued mining using a cut-and-fill technique. Tailings will be used as paste backfill.466

Key issues are the settlement of land claims with the federal government and the sharing of ore values with467
First Nations communities to provide significant infrastructure and on-going benefits. There is a huge opportunity468
for nation-building in the north -the values in the ground are estimated at this point to be over $60 billion. It469
will indeed be interesting to see how the project moves ahead and if new approaches to resource development by470
First Nations and new Canadian mining companies are undertaken. ??8 VII.471

21 Possible way to Improve the Situation472

In a recent Fraser Institute report49, a comparison has been made between how mineral rights and claims are473
handled in Canada and in the United States. In Canada, minerals are reserved by the provinces, while in the US474
minerals are either associated with surface ownership (primarily in the east) or reserved by the federal government475
(primarily in the west). Furthermore, in Canada mineral rights are retained by the Crown (i.e., the provinces)476
who issue leases to interested parties to mine at a particular site; while mineral rights are privately-owned in477
the US. The report suggests that by changing to a private sector model, the door would be opened for First478
Nation groups in Canada to buy into ownership of the mineral rights on their traditional lands and, in this way,479
partnerships with mining companies could develop to speed up the480

22 Conclusion481

It is clear that the impact on the Mining Industry of the needs, concerns, and objections of Aboriginals in Canada482
cannot be taken for granted. Dealing with these issues requires skills that many companies are still grappling483
to develop and learn. Local First Nations communities want reassurances about environmental protection,484
about protection of their traditional rights and titles, about their engagement in the decision-making, and about485
becoming partners in new resource extraction enterprises. Companies must develop approaches to educate, to486
empower, to engage, and to partner with these groups. Education and engagement seem to moving forward, but487
empowerment and partnership appear to be major stumbling blocks. The requirement to consult on such projects488
rests with the Crownprovincial (or territorial) and federal. In B.C., a revenuesharing formula has emerged from489
the province, but reconciliation with the federal government over historical wrongs committed in the past remain490
outstanding. Furthermore, the First Nations want more than simply sharing in government revenue from these491
projectsthey want to be part of the mining process beyond employment and hand-outs. Until these issues are492
resolved, each new project is likely to undergo serious delay and conflict that in many cases may lead to rejection493
of the project. Canadian mining companies need to develop an approach that promotes sustainable development494
of aboriginal and non-aboriginal communities specifically addressing the question of Sharing the Wealth among495
shareholders, operators, governments, and First Nations.496

23 IX.497

24 Epilogue498

To end this paper, let’s return to Chief Dan George. Although his speech was a heart-broken a passionate499
expression of sorrow about how Canada has treated his people over the past two centuries, he ended with an500
important message of hope (and a challenge for all of us): 1 2501

1© 2015 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1
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[Note: Source: adapted from Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources (IPlan) (www.iplan.nsw.gov.au)]

Figure 2: Table 1 :

Morrison Mine, B.C. (Cu/Au/Mo) 2011-2014
Pacific Booker Minerals (PBM) owns the
Morrison property(a porphyrycopper/gold/
molybdenum deposit) in central B.C. 35 km north of
Granisle.

Figure 3:

Mines and talk...about...impact, benefits,
partnership...the Chiefs, they’retalking about
consultation. Who is going to consult with you when you
don’t want to talk?”

Bernie Mack: ”As a leader, you sometimes
have to tell people what they need to hear, not what they
want to hear.”

Figure 4:
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